Welcome to FSU! This presentation will introduce you to Sustainability at Florida State University. If you have any questions or concerns not answered in this presentation, Sustainable Campus is happy to answer your questions or provide additional training!

Navigation: A navigation panel will appear on the left-hand side once you begin this course. Use the menu to move through each of the sections. Once you have finished reviewing a section you will receive a checkmark next to that section indicating it is completed.

This is an interactive course designed to be self-paced. Please ensure that you click on all interactive media (a plus sign or number indicates additional content, click on buttons to reveal more information, etc.) to fully engage with the information.
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Overview of Sustainable Campus

At FSU, the official Office of Sustainability is called Sustainable Campus.
Sustainable Campus defines sustainability as a strategy or action that prioritizes human and ecological health, social justice, and secure livelihoods for all generations.
**SUSTAINABILITY** is in our strategic plan

FSU’s strategic plan is a road map that helps the university achieve our vision of becoming one of the nation’s most entrepreneurial and innovative institutions. Within Goal VI, Excellence and Reputation, FSU has included a university–wide commitment to sustainability.

Incorporate sustainable living practices into all FSU activities.

*Sustainable Campus* strives to incorporate sustainable living practices that reduce our overall footprint into all FSU activities and build a University–wide culture of environmental care.
To advance **Climate Action**, we critically look at our energy systems, our buildings and construction, and our transportation services.
Within Waste Minimization, FSU prioritizes reducing, reusing, and recycling of campus resources.
For **Resource Stewardship**, we consider sustainability in master planning, landscape design, and stormwater management.
Education from Sustainability

Within Education for Sustainability, FSU supports sustainability-related curricular and co-curricular learning and research.

Community Waste Stations Program
Community Waste Stations

One way that FSU is advancing sustainability across campus is through our Community Waste Station program. Participating in the CWS program is one of the easiest and fastest ways to enhance campus sustainability!

Please enjoy this short video that explains the program in more detail.
For Closed Captioning, please log in to Microsoft Stream and view the video [here](#). A PDF Transcript for all of the videos can be found in the Module Resources of this training course.

Participating in the **CWS program** is one of the easiest and fastest ways to enhance **campus sustainability**!
Benefits of Sustainable Transportation

Sustainable transportation saves money, conserves energy, and reduces carbon emissions!

At FSU, there are many ways to get around campus more sustainably.

Take a walk: The campus is beautiful, and walking can save time!
Ride a bike: FSU has many easy and safe bicycle and mixed-use paths throughout campus!

Use the bus: Routes are convenient, and the fare is free for FSU students, staff, and faculty!

Rideshare: There are a variety of services for commuters, including the free Emergency Ride Home Program!

Please visit the Transportation and Parking Services website to learn more about the many sustainable transportation options.
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Training and Organizational Development
If you’re interested in helping your office or department become more sustainable, consider joining the Green Office program.

**What is the Green Office Program?**

The Green Office program helps FSU employees identify ways to make their workplace more sustainable. It empowers faculty and staff members to become sustainability change agents in their departments and contribute to University goals!

*Easy certification process* that empowers FSU employees and makes the workplace more sustainable!
Benefits

Once enrolled in the program, you’ll have opportunities to:

1. Gain professional credit for sustainability leadership
2. Join a network of Green Office Liaisons with access to resources and events

Green Office Certification

Visit the Green Office website to learn more!
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Learn More

Training and Organizational Development

Join us in our efforts!

1. Visit our website at [www.sustainablecampus.fsu.edu](http://www.sustainablecampus.fsu.edu).

2. Sign up for our newsletter via [Constant Contact](http://Constant Contact) - new editions every Wednesday.

3. Follow us on social media (@FSUsustainable)
Attend sustainability-focused training by visiting the Office of Human Resources Training & Development website. By completing a course or series of courses, you can gain professional credit for your sustainability efforts!

Thank you for your time today!